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Agenda

Urgency to Tell Your Story
New Policy & Fiscal Era
Shifting Meaning of Compliance
New Management Frameworks
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Urgency

Urgency to Recapture the Narrative | Federal

"I put myself in the shoes of that
steelworker in Ohio, the coalmining family in West Virginia,
the mother of two in Detroit, and
I'm saying, 'OK, I have to go ask
these folks for money, and I have
to tell them where I'm going to
spend it.”
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Urgency to Recapture the Narrative | Federal
(i) whether some or all of the functions of an agency,
a component, or a program are appropriate for the
Federal Government or would be better left to State
or local governments or to the private sector
through free enterprise;
(ii) whether some or all of the functions of an agency, a
component, or a program are redundant
(iii) whether certain administrative capabilities are
redundant with those of another agency,
component, or program;
(iv) whether the costs of continuing to operate an
agency, a component, or a program are justified by
the public benefits it provides;
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Urgency to Recapture the Narrative | Federal

There is a structural imbalance
between federal revenue and
spending under current law.
These are being driven by long
term growing costs.
This leads to ever rising debt as a
share of the economy—this is
unsustainable.
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Urgency to Support the Narrative | State
2017 AL State Budget:

ALSDE Belt Tightening

+1.4%
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Urgency to Recapture the Narrative | Political

If you don't create and tell your
story, someone else will.
If you don't share your story, you
lose valuable advocates.
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Oh Shift

Time of Change | New Opportunity to Act Differently

Change motivates and challenges. It
makes clear when things are obsolete
or have outlived their usefulness.
But most of all, change forces us to
act differently.

A New Culture of Learning: Cultivating the Imagination for a World of Constant
Change by Douglas Thomas, John Seely Brown
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Time of Change | Hard to See Things Differently

Thaler, Richard H.; Sunstein, Cass R.. Nudge: Improving Decisions About Health,
Wealth, and Happiness (pp. 17-18). Penguin.
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Time of Change | Rich Context to Tell Our Story

ESSA is a change moment.

Broader program
objectives

It will require us to rethink many of our
programs within a broader context.
This is partly new — certainly more
urgent.

Fiscal Flexibility

Data &
Implementation
Fidelity

Efficacy &
Evidence

Data Management
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Time of Change
Consider the new terms of the district plans. Key
parts of the plan (section1112) include:
•Developing and implementing a well rounded program
of instruction to meet the academic needs of all
children.

Broader
program
objectives

•Identifying students who may be at risk for academic
failure.

Data &
Implementation
Fidelity

•Identifying and implementing instructional strategies
intended to strengthen academic programs and
improve school conditions for learning.
•Implement strategies to facilitate effective transitions
for students from middle grades to high school and
from high school to postsecondary education.

Fiscal
Flexibility

Efficacy &
Evidence

Data
Management
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Time of Change
WELL ROUNDED

ACADEMIC FAILURE

STRENGTHEN ACADEMIC

The purpose of a well-rounded education

This is a broader term that not meeting

PROGRAMS

is to provide an enriched curriculum and

AYP, as was the focus under NCLB. In

Once the needs have been identified,

education experiences to all students.

fact, the change is to identifying

stakeholders should select relevant

•STEM

students who may be at risk of

evidence-based activities, when

•Music and arts

academic failure. This opens the work

evidence is available, that will have

•Foreign language instruction

up to:

the likelihood of working in the local

•Accelerated learning programs

•Early warning interventions

context.

•High school redesign

•Preventative actions

•Civics instruction

•Wrap around social emotional services;

•College and career counseling

etc.

This begs the PD question.

•Social emotional learning (SEL)
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Time of Change
New SNS: Districts will now have to
demonstrate that “the methodology
used to allocate state and local funds to
each school … ensures that [the] school
receives all of the state and local funds
it would otherwise receive if it were not
receiving assistance under this part.”
Schoolwide is easier to do. At least
40% of the children need to come from
low-income families, unless the state
waives.

Broader
program
objectives

Fiscal
Flexibility

Data &
Implementation
Fidelity

Efficacy &
Evidence

Data
Management
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Time of Change
The federal role is shifting from what
happens to how it happens.
The law is not prescriptive about what
schools must do. Districts and schools may
now use federal funds to serve a broader
range of student needs.
How this happens, however, is a major
concern of the law. "It is essential to use
Federal education funds effectively and
efficiently," writes ED.

Broader
program
objectives

Fiscal
Flexibility

Data &
Implementation
Fidelity

Efficacy &
Evidence

Data
Management
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Time of Change | Impact on “Compliance.”
1. Statute: “evidence-based” is defined and
the use cases are clear for School
Improvement.
2. Practice: Implementation requires a
continuous improvement model. This transfers
the focus of “evidence” from the initial
investment (an allowable use question) to the
lifecycle of a program’s deployment, which ties
together compliance with high quality
implementation & program excellence.

Broader
program
objectives

Fiscal
Flexibility

Data &
Implementation
Fidelity

Efficacy &
Evidence

Data
Management
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Time of Change

Broader
program
objectives

Fiscal
Flexibility

Data &
Implementation
Fidelity

Efficacy &
Evidence

Data
Management
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Time of Change
Agile Development:
A set of values and principles for software
development under which requirements and
solutions evolve through the collaborative effort
of self-organizing cross-functional teams.
It advocates adaptive planning, evolutionary
development, early delivery, and continuous
improvement, and it encourages rapid and
flexible response to change. These principles
support the definition and continuing evolution
of many software development methods.

Broader
program
objectives

Fiscal
Flexibility

Data &
Implementation
Fidelity

Efficacy &
Evidence

Data
Management
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Compliance

Time of Change | Impact on “Compliance.”
The impact on “compliance” is critical
Unlike NCLB, it is not enough to just invest in
supplemental reading and math programs.
ESSA is concerned about the effective use of
funding to address root problems, which is many
and varied.
ESSA is not about “what” a school invest in.
Rather, the "how" will be more important.
That means that ESSA will require districts to pay
more attention to and improve on program
implementation.

Broader
program
objectives

Fiscal
Flexibility

Data &
Implementation
Fidelity

Efficacy &
Evidence

Data
Management
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Time of Change | Impact on “Compliance.”
Fiscal transparency endorses
this theory of action

Broader
program
objectives

State and district report cards
must include:
The per-pupil expenditures of Federal, State, and
local funds, including actual personnel expenditures
and actual non-personnel expenditures of Federal,
State, and local funds, disaggregated by source of
funds, for each local educational agency and each
school in the State for the preceding fiscal year.

Fiscal
Flexibility

Data &
Implementation
Fidelity

Efficacy &
Evidence

Data
Management
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Modeling

Time of Change | Opportunity Gaps
Successful individuals and organizations are those that operate
with a clear and frequently rehearsed mental model of how
something should work.
These people tell themselves stories about what’s going on as it
occurs. They narrate their own experiences within their heads.
They are more likely to answer questions with anecdotes rather
than simple responses.
Psychologists have a phrase for this kind of habitual forecasting:
“creating mental models.” Understanding how people build mental
models has become one of the most important topics in cognitive
psychology. All people rely on mental models to some degree. We
all tell ourselves stories about how the world works, whether we
realize we’re doing it or not.
Duhigg, Charles. Smarter Faster Better: The Transformative Power of Real Productivity (pp. 87-88). Random House Publishing Group.
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Time of Change | Opportunity Gaps
Evidence based practices. ESSA elevates the
importance of evidence-based practices in school
purchasing and implementation practices.
SEL. School leaders are exploring new programs and
assessments that that recognizes that learning begins
and is sustained in a social and emotional context.
Fiscal Transparency. How top connect new emphasis
on fiscal transparency to notions of “productivity” / return
on education / etc.
WARNING! How these new programs are implemented
and managed not yet well understood — and that could
undermine the ability of school leaders to take advantage
of this unique time.
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Time of Change | Opportunity Gaps

Closing the gap requires
thoughtful changes.
It requires a reassessment of
program management practices
and habits, which is hard for
any organization, let alone one
with the size and personnel
complexity of a school district.

Compliance
Design Thinking
Continuous data review
& improvement
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Time of Change | Overcome Pessimism
The insidious myth that change initiatives
usually fail is disturbingly widespread.
Most experts, for example, state that 70% of
change efforts fail, but a 2011 study in the
Journal of Change Management, led by
the University of Brighton researcher Mark
Hughes found that there is no empirical
evidence to support this statistic.
In fact there is no credible evidence at all to
support the notion that even half of
organizational change efforts fail.
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Time of Change | Mental Models
A performance management framework that supports
return-on-investment budgeting and strategic shedding
of low-impact initiatives.

Each program is scrutinized for evidence that it improves
student learning outcomes or the conditions that contribute
to student learning. If none exist, then the activity will not
receive federal funds.
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Time of Change | Mental Models

ERS’ School Design program
emphasizes cost effectiveness
through creative solutions:
Organize partnerships, and
technology to maximize resources
that support teaching and
learning.
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Time of Change | Mental Models
Denver Reforms at a Glance: Big Picture
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Time of Change | Mental Models
Denver Reforms at a Glance: Central Office Focus
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Time of Change | Mental Models (Vary)
Leaders in [ROI] superstar districts are frugal,
aware of what everything costs and
determined to get the most out of every dollar.
They are willing to abandon an activity that’s
not paying off, and they don’t assume that
every change in the schools will require new
money…. District leaders talked about
problem-solving and the conscious financial
tradeoffs they made to better support students.
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Time of Change | Mental Models Key Themes
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Time of Change | Mental Models Key Themes
Evidence

Statue + Practice. The statute defines
evidence-based academic
interventions. While the statute’s
definition is important, consider the
practical purpose. The term is simply
requiring that federal funding be used
for low-risk and high-return
investments. Evidence should drive
the decisions about program
investment. There is also the need to
have sufficient information to monitor
the progression of programs using
ESSA funds.

Efficacy

Getting the Right Response? Any
investment using federal funds
should cause the desired response
from adults and students. Efficacy
certainly includes academic
outcomes, but also programs and
practices with a track record of
changing the behavior of adults in
the schools so that students can
meaningfully access the intended
educational opportunities.

Equity

The North Star. The law’s core and
historical purpose is to provide
disadvantaged students in schools of
high concentrations of poverty with
increased educational opportunities.
Activities under ESSA should advance
educational equity for disadvantaged
students while providing them with a
well- rounded education. The activity
should provide at-risk students the
right rigor at the right time.
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Time of Change | Mental Models Key Themes

Persistence

Fail often. Move forward and improve
the approach/model. There is no
single combination of policy,
partnerships, and program design. The
models will always change. The
important part is to begin and to
continually improve.

Policy

Do not advocate in isolation. There are
concerns and anxieties among education,
workforce development, and community
reinvestment programs (to name a few)
that can and should connect to language
instruction. For example, to what extent is
can the instruction be part of a local
workforce development initiative? How can
language instruction improve family and
parental engagement? The more ambitious
the policy problem this helps to solve the
better.

Partners

Do not plan or act in isolation.
As with any convincing argument,
it tends to be better received
when delivered by someone who
is considered to be an objective
third party. These are third party
validators. Who, in your
community, can act as that voice?
This will likely be tied to the
broader policy objective that they
are trying to address.
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Urgency | Share Your Work. Connect Your Work.
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Urgency | Share Your Work. Connect Your Work.

• Don't share data - tell a
story;
• Visual matter;
• Address ROI;
• Lean on new tools and
partners.
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Urgency | Share Your Work. Connect Your Work.

• Partner with a university.
• Partner with validating
organization.
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Urgency | Share Your Work. Connect Your Work.

http://hechingerreport.org/happens-give-district-freedom-innovate/
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Urgency | Share Your Work. Connect Your Work.

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/how-dc-public-schools-redesigned-what-it-means-tobe-a-teacher/2017/06/16/d5141884-51f3-11e7-be25-3a519335381c_story.html?
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No one way
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Contact

David DeSchryver
Director
Whiteboard Advisors
@ddeschryver
david@whiteboardadvisors.com
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